In Silico Drug-Target Profiling.
Pharmacological science is trying to establish the link between chemicals, targets, and disease-related phenotypes. A plethora of chemical proteomics and structural data have been generated, thanks to the target-based approach that has dominated drug discovery at the turn of the century. There is an invaluable source of information for in silico target profiling. Prediction is based on the principle of chemical similarity (similar drugs bind similar targets) or on first principles from the biophysics of molecular interactions. In the first case, compound comparison is made through ligand-based chemical similarity search or through classifier-based machine learning approach. The 3D techniques are based on 3D structural descriptors or energy-based scoring scheme to infer a binding affinity of a compound with its putative target. More recently, a new approach based on compound set metric has been proposed in which a query compound is compared with a whole of compounds associated with a target or a family of targets. This chapter reviews the different techniques of in silico target profiling and their main applications such as inference of unwanted targets, drug repurposing, or compound prioritization after phenotypic-based screening campaigns.